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Editors have retracted this Article. Concerns were raised regarding the data and figures in this article. Specifically 
some of the results originating from different samples have the same noise background, e.g. in Figure 1 but also 
in other figures. These type of similarities are unlikely to occur by chance for the type of experiments reported 
here. Additionally, some of this data has been published later  in1 by overlapping authors where it is described 
as representing different samples. Specifically, data for sample D3 in Figure 1 in this Article is the same as data 
in Figure 2  in1; data in Figure 2a in this Article appears identical to data in Figure 4a  in1 with the exception that 
data in this Article contains additional C-C peaks that seem to have been removed  in1; data in Figure 7a in this 
Article appears to be identical to data in Figure 4b  in1 with the exception of being shifted by approximately 6eV. 
The Authors are not able to provide the original data due to the time that has passed since publication. The Edi-
tors no longer have confidence in the data reported in this Article.

Qingnan Meng agrees with the retraction and its wording. The Editors were not able to obtain current contact 
details for Youhong Sun, Ming Qian, Baochang Liu, Ke Gao, Yinlong Ma, Mao Wen & Weitao Zheng.
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